
Chapter 3 

Pseudo fuzzy 8-continuous 

functions and Starplus near 

compactness 

3.1 Introduction 

As we have already mentioned in Chapter 1, Lowen [53] introduced 

two functors w and i between the category of all fuzzy topological 

spaces and fuzzy continuous functions and the category of all topo

logical spaces and continuous functions. It was also observed in the 

same work that for each a with a E [0, 1), the functor ia associates 

a topology ia(T) with the fuzzy topology T. 

It is a natural question, whether the fuzzy topologies on a family 

of functions studied in Chapter 2, correspond to the known compact 
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open topology and N R topology in the general setting, via the func

tor ia, for each a E [0, 1). In the process of their investigations, Kohli 

and Prasannan [49], introduced another form of fuzzy topology on 

function spaces, which they have called starplus compact open fuzzy 

topology and have shown that such fuzzy topology is the one that 

corresponds to the usual compact open topology. 

In carrying out our research along the same line, we first notice 

that fuzzy regular open sets do not behave as fuzzy open sets under 

the above functorial correspondence. 

In Section (3.2), we have observed that a strong a-level set ia(J.t) = 

p,a need not be regular open, if p, is fuzzy regular open. On the other 

hand, even the regular openness of p,a, for all a E [0, 1) may fail 

to imply the fuzzy regularity of p,. This observation leads to the 

definition of new type of fuzzy sets termed as pseudo regular open 

fuzzy sets. In a similar manner, pseudo regular closed, pseudo !5-open, 

pseudo !5-closed fuzzy sets are also introduced. It is quite interesting 

to notice that a pseudo regular closed fuzzy is not a complement of 

pseudo regular open fuzzy set, and a pseudo a-closed fuzzy set is not a 

complement of pseudo a-open fuzzy set. Also, surprisingly, a pseudo 

a-open fuzzy set may not be expressible as a union of pseudo regular 

open fuzzy sets, though a union of pseudo regular open fuzzy sets is 
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indeed a pseudo a-open fuzzy set. This fact gave birth to two new 

fuzzy topologies, that we have called ps-a and ps-ro fuzzy topologies 

on X. We have also discussed their interrelations with the original 

fuzzy topology r, in the same section. 

In Section (3.3), we have introduced a class of functions, called 

pseudo fuzzy a-continuous functions whose functorial counterpart, 

via the functor ia for each a E (0, 1) is precisely the family of all 

a-continuous functions in general topology. 

In Section (3.4), we have defined a new form of compact-like fuzzy 

sets and have called them starplus nearly compact fuzzy sets. We 

have discussed some fundamental properties of the same and also a 

couple of necessary conditions for starplus nearly compact fts, which 

play important role in determining when (X, r) is not starplus nearly 

compact. 

Through out this thesis, we denote (0, 1) by h-

3.2 New fuzzy topologies from old 

We begin this section with an example showing that on a fts 

(X, r), if 1-£ is fuzzy regular open, then 1-L" need not be regular open 

in the corresponding topological space (X, ia(r)), a E h and alsop," 

may be regular open in (X, ia ( r)), a E h, inspite of 1-£ being not fuzzy 
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regular open in thefts (X, r). 

Example 3.2.1 Let X be a set with at least two elements. Fix an 

element y E X. Clearly, r = {0, 1, A} is a fuzzy topology on X, 

where A is defined as A(x) = 
0.5, for x = y 

0.3, otherwise. 

The fuzzy closed sets on (X, r) are 0,1 and 1- A where 

(1- A)(x) = 
0.5, for x = y 

0.7, otherwise. 

Clearly, A < 1- A and hence int(clA) = A. i.e., A is fuzzy reg-

ular open in (X, r). Now, in the corresponding topological space 

(X,ia(r)) , a E J1, the open sets are <J>,X and A"' where A"' = 

X, for a< 0.3 

{y}, for 0.3 <a< 0.5 

<J>, for a > 0. 5. 

For, 0.3 < a < 0.5, the closed sets on (X, i,(r)) are <J>, X and X -{y}. 

It is clear that int(clA"') = X. Hence, A"' is not regular open in 

(X,ia(r)) for 0.3 <a< 0.5. 

Example 3.2.2 Let X= {x,y,z}. Define fuzzy sets J.L, rand 7J 

as follows: J.L(a) = 0.4, r(a) = 0.55 and ry(a) = 0.6, V a EX. If 

r = {0,1,J.L,r,7J} then (X,r) is a fts. The closed fuzzy sets are 

(1- J.L) = 7], (1- r)(a) = 0.45, V a E X and (1- ry) = J.L· Here, 
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cl('y) = 'fJ and int(cl[) = 'fJ· Hence, 1 is not fuzzy regular open set. 

But, f' = {x: 1(x) >a}. For a> 0.55, Ia =<I>, which is regular 

open. For a< 0.55, 'Yo:= {x,y,z} =X, which is also regular open. 

Hence for all a E lr, 'Yo: is regular open in (X, ia(T)). 

In view of these examples we define the following: 

Definition 3.2.1 A fuzzy open set (fuzzy closed set) J-L on a jts 

(X, T) is said to be pseudo regular open (respectively, pseudo regular 

closed) fuzzy set if the strong a-level set J-La is regular open (respec

tively, regular closed) in (X, io:(T)), V a Eft. 

The following example establishes that pseudo regular closed and 

pseudo regular open fuzzy sets are not complements of each other. 

Example 3.2.3 Let X= {x,y,z,w},T = {O,l,J-t} where J-L is de

fined as J-L(x) = 0.1,J-L(Y) = 0.2,J-L(z) = 0.3,J-L(w) = 0.4. 

Clearly, (X,T) is a jts. If a= 0.3, ia(T) = {<I>,X,J-La} and J-to: = 

{x E X : a < J-L(x) < 1} = {w}. Closed sets on (X,ia(T)) 

are <I>, X and { x, y, z}. Here we shall show that J-L is not pseudo 

regular open but its complement (1 - J-L) is pseudo regular closed 

fuzzy set on (X, T). As the smallest closed set containing J-La is X, 

cl(J-Lo:) --'- X. So, int(clJ-Lo:) = X =1- J-Lo:. Hence, J-to: is not regular 

open in (X,ia(T)). This shows that J-L is not pseudo regular open 
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in (X, T). Here, (1 - J-L)(x) = 0.9, (1- J-L)(y) = 0.8, (1 - J-L)(z) = 

0.7, (1- J-L)(w) = 0.6. (1- J-L)<> = {x EX: a< (1- J-L)(x) < 1}. 

For, a > 0.6, ia(T) = {<I>, X}. So, cl[int(1- J-L)"] = X. Also, for 

a< 0.6, (1-J-L)<> =X, cl[int(1-J-L)"] =X, whatever be i,(T). Hence, 

in any case (1- J-L)" is regular closed in (X, i,(T)). This shows, (1- J-L) 

is pseudo regular closed fuzzy set on (X, T). 

Definition 3.2.2 A fuzzy set J-L on a fts (X, T) is said to be pseudo 

8-open (respectively, pseudo 8-closed) fuzzy set if the strong a-level 

set J-L" is 8-open (respectively, 8-closed) in (X,i,(T)), V a E h-

Theorem 3.2.1 The collection of all pseudo 8-open fuzzy sets on a 

fts (X, T) forms a fuzzy topology on X. 

Proof. Straightforward. 

Definition 3.2.3 The fuzzy topology as obtained in the above the

orem is called pseudo 8-fuzzy topology (in short ps-8 fuzzy topology) 

on X. The complements of the members of ps-8 fuzzy topology are 

known as ps-8 closed fuzzy sets. 

Theorem 3.2.2 In a fts (X, T), union of pseudo regular open fuzzy 

sets is pseudo 8-open. 

Proof. Let J-L = V {J-L; : i E A}, where J-Li is pseudo regular open 

fuzzy set on a fts (X, T), for each i E A. Here, J-L't is regular open in 
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(X, ia(7)), ViE A. As, (VJ-t;)"' = UJ-l'f is J-open in (X, ia(7)), V a E 

h, J-l is pseudo J-open fuzzy set on (X, 7). 

The following example shows that the converse of Theorem ( 3.2.2) 

is not true in general. i.e., Any pseudo J-open fuzzy set on a fts 

(X, 7) need not be expressible as union of pseudo regular open fuzzy 

sets. 

Example 3.2.4 Let X = { x, y, z} and the fuzzy topology 7, gener

ated by J-l, 7, 'T/ where J-t(x) = 0.4, J-l(Y) = 0.4, J-t(z) = 0.5, 7(x) = 0.4 

,7(y) = 0.6, 7(z) = 0.4 and TJ(x) = 0.5, TJ(Y) = 0.5, TJ(z) = 0.6. 

Consider ia(7), for each a as follows: 

Case 1: For a< 0.4, 1-l" = 7" = TJ" =X and hence ia(7) ={X, <I>}. 

Consequently, 1-l", 7" and "'" are all regular open. 

Case 2: For a > 0.6, 1-l"' = 7" = TJ"' = <I> and hence ia( 7) = {X, <I>}. 

Consequently, J-la, 7" and "'" are all regular open. 

Case 3: For 0.4 <a< 0.5, 1-l" = {z}, 7" = {y}, TJ"' =X and hence 

ia(7) = {X,<I>,{y},{z},{y,z}}. We observe that int(clJ-t") = J-l", 

int(cl7") = 7" and int(clTJ") = TJ", proving all of them to be regular 

open. But (J-lV7)" = {y,z} is not regular open as int(cl{y,z}) = 

X f {y,z}. 

Case 4: For 0.5 < a < 0.6, 1-l" = <I>, 7" = {y }, "'" = { z} and hence 

ia(7) ={X, <I>, {y}, {z}, {y, z}}. In this case too all J-t",7" and"'" are 
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regular open but (J V TJ)a = {y, z} is not so. 

Now, we consider a fuzzy set K on X as follows: K(x) 0.4, 

K(y) = 0.6 and K(z) = 0.6. Clearly, 

X, for a< 0.4 

Ka = {y,z}, for 0.4 <a< 0.6 

<I>, for a > 0.6. 

X, for a< 0.4 

/La U 1"', for 0.4 < a < 0.5 
Hence, Ka = 

<I>, for a > 0.6. 

and so, Ka is o-open in (X,ia(r)), V a E h. Therefore, K is pseudo 

8-open fuzzy set in (X, r). It can be shown easily that K is neither 

a pseudo regular open fuzzy set in (X, r) nor is expressible as union 

of pseudo regular open fuzzy sets on (X, T). 

It is clear from the above example that A"'= Ba, for some a E h 

does not imply A = B. However we have the following Theorem: 

Theorem 3.2.3 If A and Bare two fuzzy sets on a jts (X, T) such 

that Aa = Ba, V a E Ir then A= B. 

Proof. For a= 0, A0 = B0 => A(x) > 0 iff B(x) > 0. Hence, A(x) = 

0 iff B(x) = 0. Suppose, y E Y is such that A(y) > 0, B(y) > 0 and 
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A(y) =f B(y). Let A(y) = a1 and B(y) = o:2. Without any loss of 

generality, let us take o:1 > o:2 . Since A(y) = o:1 > a2 , y E A"'2 , but 

y rj. B 012 i.e., A012 =f Ba2 , which is a contradiction. Hence, V y E Y, 

A(y) = B(y) i.e., A= B. 

Theorem 3.2.4 If {J.L;} be a collection of all pseudo regular open 

fuzzy sets on a fts (X,T), then 

(i) 0, 1 E {J.L;}. 

(ii) V J.L1, J.L2 E {J.L;} =? J.L1 1\ J.L2 E {J.L;}. 

Proof. As 0 and 1 are pseudo regular open fuzzy sets on a fts 

(X, T), 0,1 E {J.L;}. Let J.L1, J.L2 E {J.L;}. Then J.Lf, J.L'i are regular 

open in (X, i 01 ( T)). Now, J.L! n J.L2 is regular open in (X, ia( T)). i.e., 

(J.L1 1\ J.L2)01 = J.L! n J.L2 is regular open in (X, i01 (T)). Which shows 

J.L1 1\ J.L2 is pseudo regular open fuzzy set on (X, T). 

Remark 3.2.1 In view of Theorem ( 3.2.4) the collection of all 

pseudo regular open fuzzy sets on (X, 7) generates a fuzzy topology, 

which we call pseudo regular open fuzzy topology (in short, ps-ro 

fuzzy topology) on X. The members of this topology are termed as 

ps-ro open fuzzy sets and their complements as ps-ro closed fuzzy 

sets. 

Theorem 3.2.5 In a fts (X,T), ps-ro fuzzy topology is coarser 

than 7. 
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Proof. Straightforward. 

Theorem 3.2.6 In a jts (X, -r), ps-ro fuzzy topology is coarser than 

ps-a fuzzy topology. 

Proof. Let J.L E ps-ro fuzzy topology. So, J.L = V. 'Yi where 7/s are 
• 

pseudo regular open fuzzy sets on (X, -r). Hence, J.L"' = (V. 'Y;)"' = 
• 

U rf is a-open in (X, ia(-r)), \I a E fr. This shows that J.L E ps-a 
' 

fuzzy topology on X. 

Remark 3.2.2 In view of Example ( 3.2.4), in general ps-ro fuzzy 

topology is strictly coarser than ps-a fuzzy topology in a jts (X, -r). 

3.3 Pseudo fuzzy 5-continuous functions 

As proposed in the introduction of this Chapter, defining pseudo 

fuzzy a-continuous functions, we establish that such functions corre-

spond to the well known a-continuous functions in general topology, 

under the functorial correspondence ia, for each a E [0, 1). Moreover, 

we characterize such pseudo fuzzy a-continuous functions in terms of 

ps-a closed fuzzy sets as well as fuzzy points. 

Definition 3.3.1 A function f from a jts X to a jts Y is pseudo 

fuzzy a-continuous if j-1(U) is pseudo a-open fuzzy set on X, for 

each pseudo a-open fuzzy set u on y. 
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Theorem 3.3.1 If a function f: (X, r) -> (Y, o-) is pseudo fuzzy&

continuous then f: (X,ia(r))--+ (Y,ia(cr)), is &-continuous for each 

a E Ir, where (X, r), (Y, cr) are fts. 

Proof. Let v be a 8-open set in i,.(cr). As every 8-open set is open, 

v E i,.(cr) and so there exist, f-L E cr such that v = f-L"· Now, f- 1(1-L") 

= {x EX: f(x) E f-L"} 

= {x EX: f-L(f(x)) >a} 

= {x EX: (f-Lf)(x) >a} 

= {x EX: (f-1(1-L))(x) >a} 

= {X EX : X E (f-1(1-L))"} 

= u-1(1-L))". 

Consider a fuzzy set ( on Y given by 

1 if f-L(z) > a 
((z) = 

a otherwise. 

Then (!3 = 

y f3 <a. 

Consequently, (!3 is 8-open for all f3 E Ir. Hence, ( is a pseudo 8-open 

on Y. Since, f is pseudo fuzzy &-continuous, f-1
(() is pseudo 8-open 

fuzzy set on X. Now, (f-1(())" = f-1((") = r 1(f-L") = r 1(v). 

Hence, f- 1(v) is 8-open set whenever v is so. This proves that f is 

&-continuous, for each a E lr. 
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Theorem 3.3.2 A function f: (X, ia(T)) ---> (Y, ia(o-)), is a-continuous 

for each a E h, where (X, T), (Y, o-) are fts then f: (X, T)--> (Y, o-) 

is pseudo fuzzy a-continuous. 

Proof. Let Jl be any fuzzy pseudo a-open set in (Y, o-). Jl"' is a-open in 

(Y, ia(o-)). By the a-continuity off: (X, ia(T)) ---> (Y, ia(o-)), f-1(Jl"') = 

(f-1 (J1,))"' is a-open in (X, ia(T)). Hence, f- 1(Jl) is pseudo a-open 

fuzzy set on (X, T), proving f to be pseudo fuzzy a-continuous. 

A necessary condition for pseudo fuzzy a-continuous functions fol

lows next. 

Theorem 3.3.3 If a function f : (X, T) ---> (Y, o-) is pseudo fuzzy 

a-continuous then f-1(J1,) is pseudo a-closed fuzzy set on (X, T), for 

all pseudo a-closed fuzzy set Jl in (Y, o-). 

Proof. Let f : (X, T) --> (Y, o-) be pseudo fuzzy a-continuous. 

So, f: (X,ia(T))--> (Y,ia(o-)) is a-continuous for each a E h. Now, 

Jl is pseudo a-closed fuzzy set on (Y, o-). Hence, V a E h, Jla is a
closed in (Y, ia(o-)), that is (Y- Jla) is a-open in (Y, ia(o-)). Now, 

J-l(Y- Jla) 

= {x EX: f(x) ~ J.La} 

= {x EX: J~,(f(x)) <a} 

= {x EX: (Jlf)(x)) <a} 

=X- {x EX: (Jlf)(x)) >a} 
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=X- {x EX: (j-1(J-t))(x) >a} 

=X- (f-1(J-t))"'. As, r 1(Y- 11"') is a-open, (f-1(J-t))"' is a-closed 

in (X, ia(T)), V a E h. Hence, r 1 (J-t) is pseudo a-closed fuzzy set 

on (Y,a). 

As a pseudo a-closed set need not be the complement of a pseudo 

a-open set, the converse of the Theorem ( 3.3.3) may not hold true. 

However, the following theorem characterizes pseudo fuzzy a-continuous 

functions in terms of ps-a closed fuzzy sets. 

Theorem 3.3.4 A function f : (X, T) -t (Y, a) is pseudo fuzzy a
continuous iff f-1 (J-t) is ps-a closed fuzzy set on a fts (X, T), where 

J1 is ps-a closed fuzzy set on a fts (Y, a). 

Proof. Let f : (X, T) -t (Y, a) be pseudo fuzzy a-continuous. 

Then f: (X, ia(T)) -t (Y, ia(a)) is a-continuous, for each a E h. 

Let J1 be ps-a closed fuzzy set on fts (Y, a). Then 1- J1 is pseudo 

a-open fuzzy set on (Y, a). So (1- J-t)"' is a-open and f-1((1- J-t)"') = 

(f-1(1- JL))a is a-open fuzzy set on (X,ia(T)), V a E h. This shows 

that r 1(1- JL) is pseudo a-open fuzzy set on (X, T). Now, 

(1- f-1(1- JL))(x) 

= 1- r 1(1- JL)(x) 

= 1- (1- JL)(f(x)) 

= JLU(x)) 
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= f-1(JL)(x). 

Hence, f-1(JL) is ps-o closed fuzzy set on (X, T). 

Conversely, Let JL be any pseudo o-open and so, (1- JL) is ps-o closed 

fuzzy set on (Y,o-). As, f-1(1- JL) is ps-o closed, 1- f-1(1- JL) is 

pseudo o-open fuzzy set on (X,ia(T)),\1 a Eft. Again, r 1(J.L) = 

1- f-1(1- JL), f- 1(JL) is pseudo o-open fuzzy set on (X, 7). Hence, 

f is pseudo fuzzy o-continuous. 

We see in the following theorem that pseudo fuzzy o-continuous 

functions may also be characterized by means of fuzzy points. 

Theorem 3.3.5 A function f: (X,T)----> (Y,u) is pseudo fuzzy o
continuous iff for any pseudo o-open fuzzy set JL on y with (f(x))aqJL 

there exists a pseudo o-open fuzzy set von X with Xaqv and f(v) < 

JL· 

Proof. Let f : (X, T) ----> (Y, 0") be pseudo fuzzy o-continuous and JL 

be any pseudo o-open fuzzy set on Y with (f(x))aqJL. Then JL(f(x))+ 

Q > 1. i.e., u-1(JL))(x)+a > 1. So, Xaqf-1(JL). Since f pseudo fuzzy 

o-continuous, f- 1(JL) is pseudo o-open in X. Now, f(f- 1(JL)) < JL is 

always true, which proves the result. 

Conversely, let the condition hold. We shall prove f : (X, ia( T)) ----> 

(Y, ia( u)) is o-continuous, 'r/ a E ft, which is sufficent to prove f : 

(X, r) ----> (Y, u) is pseudo fuzzy o-continuous. Let JL"' be o-open in Y 
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with f(x) E Jla. i.e., JLf(x) > a. Let us consider a fuzzy set (on Y 

by ((z) = 
1, if JL(t) > a 

a, otherwise. 

For (3 > a, y E (P =? ((y) > (3 

=? ((y) >a=? ((y) = 1 =? JL(Y) >a. So, (()PC (JL)a. Similarly, we 

have (JL)a C (()P. So, (JL)<> = (()P. For a> (3, V y E Y, by definition 

of(, ((y) > (3 =? y E (P. i.e, Y C (P. So, Y = (P. Also, for a= (3, 

Jla, if (3 > a 
(JL)a = (()P. So, (P = 

Y, if (3 <a. 

Hence, (P is 8-open, V (3 E h. Thus, ( is pseudo 8-open fuzzy set 

on Y. As JLf(x) > a, ((f(x)) = 1 > a=? ((j(x)) + (1- a) > 1 =? 

(! ( x)) 1-aQ(. By the given condition there exist a pseudo 8-open fuzzy 

set von X with Xl-aQV and f(v) < (. i.e., with 1- a+ v(x) > 1 =? 

v(x) > a =? x E va and (f(v))<> C (<>, as f(v) < ( =? (f(v))<> C (a. 

Hence, f : (X, i,(7)) -+ (Y, ia(D")) is 8-continuous, V a E h and so, 

f : (X, 7) -+ (Y, O") is pseudo fuzzy 8-continuous. 

Combining all the results proved earlier, we get: 

Theorem 3.3.6 For a function f from a jts (X, 7) to another jts 

(Y, O"), the following are equivalent: 

(a) f is pseudo fuzzy 8-continuous. 

(b) f: (X,ia(7))-+ (Y,ia(O")) is 8-continuous for each a E h-
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(c) f-1 (~t) is ps-8 closed fuzzy set on (X, 7), where 11- is ps-8 closed 

fuzzy set on (Y, a"). 

(d) for any pseudo 8-open fuzzy set 11- on Y with (f(x)),q/t there 

exists a pseudo 8-open fuzzy set 11 on X with x,q11 and j(11) < It· 

3.4 Starplus nearly compact fuzzy sets 

In this section, we define compact-like fuzzy sets called starplus 

nearly compact fuzzy sets, and observe that it generalizes the exist

ing notion of starplus compact fuzzy sets [49]. Some properties of 

starplus nearly compact fuzzy sets are discussed here, along with a 

couple of necessary conditions for a fuzzy set to be starplus nearly 

compact. 

Definition 3.4.1 A fuzzy set 11- on a fts (X, 7) is said to be starplus 

nearly compactif 11-"' is nearly compact on (X, i,(7)), V a Eft. A fts 

(X, 7) is said to be starplus nearly compact fts if (X, i,(7)) is nearly 

compact, V a Eft. 

It is clear from the definition that starplus compact [49] implies 

starplus nearly compact. 

Theorem 3.4.1 The pseudo fuzzy 8-continuous image of a starplus 

nearly compact fuzzy set is also so. 
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Proof. Let f : (X, T) ----> (Y, a-) be pseudo fuzzy 8-continuous and 

fL, a starplus nearly compact fuzzy set on X. By Theorem ( 3.3.6), 

f : (X, ia( T)) ----> (Y, ia( a-)) is 8-continuous for each a E h. As /La is 

nearly compact on (X,ia(T)), f(!L<>) is nearly compact on (Y,ia(a-)). 

Again since (f(fL))<> = f(!L<>), f(JL) is starplus nearly compact fuzzy 

set in X. 

Similarly, we have 

Theorem 3.4.2 Every pseudo regular closed fuzzy set is starplus 

nearly compact on a starplus nearly compact fts. 

Proof. Let (X, T) be starplus nearly compact fts and fL be a pseudo 

regular closed fuzzy set on (X, T). Hence, /La is regular closed in the 

nearly compact topological space (X, ia(T)) for each a Eft. As every 

regular closed set on nearly compact space is nearly compact, /La is 

nearly compact in (X, ia(T)). Hence, fL is starplus nearly compact 

on (X,T). 

Theorem 3.4.3 Every pseudo 8-closed fuzzy set is starplus nearly 

compact fuzzy set on starplus nearly compact fts. 

Theorem 3.4.4 The union of a finite number of starplus nearly 

compact fuzzy sets is starplus nearly compact. 

Proof. Let fL, 1 be two starplus nearly compact fuzzy sets on a fts 
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(X, r). For all a E h, p/', 'Yo: and hence p,o: U '"'(x is nearly compact 

on (X,io:(r)). As (p, V'"'f)o: = p,o: U'"'fo:, (p, V'"'f)" is nearly compact on 

(X, io:(r)). Hence, (p, V 'Y) is starplus nearly compact fuzzy set on 

(X,r). 

Theorem 3.4.5 If p, is starplus nearly compact fuzzy set on a fts 

(X, r), for any pseudo regular closed fuzzy set f) in (X, r), p, 1\ f) is 

starplus nearly compact. 

Proof. Considering that every regular closed set on nearly compact 

space is nearly compact and (p, A fJ)o: = p,o: n f)o:, the theorem follows. 

Theorem 3.4.6 Every starplus nearly compact fuzzy set on Haus

dorff fts is pseudo 8-closed fuzzy set. 

Proof. Let p, be starplus nearly compact fuzzy set on Hausdorff fts 

(X, r). Then, (X, io:(r)) is Hausdorff and p,o: is nearly compact in 

(X, io:(r)), V a E / 1. So, p,o: is 8-closed in (X, i,(r)), V a E /r. Hence, 

p, is pseudo 8-closed in (X, r). 

Theorem 3.4. 7 A fuzzy set p, on a fts (X, r) with a finite support 

is starplus nearly compact. 

Proof. Straightforward and hence omitted. 

Theorem 3.4.8 A fuzzy set p, on a fts (X, r) with a finite fuzzy 

topology is starplus nearly compact. 

Proof. Straightforward and hence omitted. 
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Lemma 3.4.1 [54] Let (X, T) be a topological space and let (X, w(T)) 

be the fully stratified fts. Then for each a E h, ia(w(T)) = T. 

Theorem 3.4.9 Let (X,T) beatopologicalspaceandlet (X,w(T)) 

be the corresponding fully stratified fts. Then for any starplus nearly 

compact fuzzy set 1-£ in fts (X,w(T)), supp(~-£) is nearly compact in 

(X, T). 

Proof. As 11- is starplus nearly compact fuzzy set on fts (X, w(T)), 11-a 

is nearly compact in ia(w(T)), V a E h. By Lemma ( 3.4.1), 11-" is 

nearly compact in T, V a E h. In particular, supp(~-£) = 11-0 Is nearly 

compact in T. 

We conclude this section with a couple of necessary conditions for 

starplus nearly compact fts, which play important role in determin

ing when (X, T) is not starplus nearly compact. 

Theorem 3.4.10 If a fts (X, T) is starplus nearly compact then 

(i) every collection of pseudo regular open fuzzy sets {JLi} with V JLi = 

1, implies, there exist a finite subcollection {~-£; : i = 1, 2, .. , n} such 

that, v~=l /1-i = 1. 

(ii) every family F of pseudo regular closed fuzzy sets with A{l-£; : 

/1-i E F} = 0 implies for each a E h - {0} there exist a finite 

subfamily Fo ofF such that /\{1-£; : 1-£; E Fo} < a. 

Proof. (i) Let (X, T) be a starplus nearly compact fts and{~-£;} be a 
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collection of pseudo regular open fuzzy sets with Vp,; = 1. (X,i,(T)) 

is nearly compact V a Eft. Now, X= 1" = (Vp,;)"' = Up,f, which 

shows that {p,'t} is a regular open cover of X. Since X is nearly 

compact, {p,'t} has a finite subcover. i.e., there exist i = 1, 2, .. , n 

such that X = u~=l p,;"' = <V:=l p,;)"'. Hence, for each v a E It, 

1"' = <V~=l p,;)" '* 1 = v~=l 1-li· 

(ii) Let (X, T) be a starplus nearly compact fts and :F be a family 

of pseudo regular closed fuzzy sets with A{f-L; : 1-li E F} = 0. 

Hence, {!-l;"'} is a collection of regular closed sets in (X, ia(T)), V a E 

It- {0}. We claim that nf-l;" = <P. If not, let X E nf-l;"' 

=? \1 i, X E p,;" 

=? p,;(x) > a 

=? a < p,;(x) < 1 =? A{p,;} f 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, 

nf-l;"' = <P. As (X,T) is starplus nearly compact fts, (X,ia(T)), 

V a E h - {0} is nearly compact. So, for each a E h - {0} there 

is a finite sub family :Fo = {f-l;" : i = 1, 2, ... , n} of :F such that 

n{f-L;0 
: f-L{' E :Fo} = <P. We claim that A{f-l; : i = 1, 2, ... , n} < a. 

If possible let fori= 1, 2, ... , n, inf{p,;(x)} > a. So, p,;(x) > a, for 

all i = 1, 2, ... , n. =? np,;" f <P, which is a contradiction. Hence, 

1\{f-li : i = 1, 2, ... , n} < a 
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